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An Excerpt from the US Television Show “West Wing”
Wing”
[The woman is the US President’
President’s ChiefChief-ofof-Staff shortly before the President leaves office]

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ixgp9c_sGv4
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Infrastructure
¾ It’s not sexy
¾ It makes for a lousy telethon
¾ It may be hard to find individuals willing

to invest time and money to create it…
¾ But it is critical
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Issues Facing 21st Century Lawyers
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

Some Overarching Issues
Who regulates?
Who (or what) is regulated?
When does regulation occur?
Where regulate?
How does regulation occur?
Why regulate?
Some Specific Issues
Access to, and affordability of, legal services
Lawyers’ obligations, if any, as “gatekeepers”?
Alternative business structure issues
Technology (cloud computing/outsourcing/etc.) 4
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The Relationship of Lawyers
to the Rule of Law
¾

Numerous documents recognize the importance
of lawyers to the rule of law
z
z

¾

¾
¾

UN Basic Principles on the Role of Lawyers
IBA General Principles for the Legal Profession (with
2011 commentary)

The “Services Providers” paradigm (Terry 2008)
means that lawyers increasingly are treated as
comparable to other providers
“Gatekeeper” obligations, in particular, put
pressure on the rule of law
Global bar associations have organized to
assert rule of law concerns. See FATF 40+9
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My Thesis…
¾ It would be helpful to have some sort of

global organization in which national and
subnational lawyer regulators could get
together (virtually if not in person):
z
z

z

to discuss these and other issues
to brainstorm about the differing solutions
they are considering or have adopted
to cooperate with respect to lawyer licensing
and discipline
6
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Consider:
¾ Legal profession entities other than lawyer

regulators have developed international
umbrella organizations
¾ This has happened on a national, regional

and international basis
¾ Other fields have international umbrella

organizations that promote discussions
among national & subnational regulators
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Umbrella Organizations
Related to the Legal Profession

International Institute of
Law Association Chief Executives
(Includes many “representational” rather
than “regulatory” bar associations)

Représentant les avocats d’Europe
Representing Europe’s lawyers

US, Canadian, & Australian
prosecutors in lawyer discipline cases
European Law Faculties Association
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Global Regulator Organizations in Other Fields

http://www.iosco.org/about/
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“The ICN is unique as it is the only international body devoted
exclusively to competition law enforcement and its members
represent national and multinational competition authorities.”
http://www.internationalcompetitionnetwork.org/about.aspx
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http://www.ilo.org/global/about-the-ilo/lang--en/index.htm
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http://www.ifac.org/About/
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http://www.icao.int/
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Developing the
infrastructure for a global
world may require many
contributions and parts…
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How Might One Create a Global
Lawyer Regulator Umbrella Entity?
¾

Identify the lawyer regulators to include
z

z
z

For each country (WTO Members?), determine the
professionals to include (Cf. EU Directive 98/5)
Identify the regulator for that group of professionals
Collect contact information for these regulators
• Would a “Wiki”
Wiki” format work?
• Existing sources: ABA, NOBC, CCBE, APEC, IBA, UK SRA?

¾

Determine a host or platform to use
z
z
z
z

Create a new organization or use a preexisting one?
Exclusively regulators or not?
Scope? (e.g. admissions, rulerule-making &/or disciplinary?)
Useful formats in a financial resourceresource-challenged world?
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Existing Information Exchanges
Among Lawyer Regulators
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

Intra-Europe: The CCBE has discipline information
online, http://www.ccbe.eu/index.php?id=94&id_comite=24&L=0
US-Europe: the Conference of Chief Justices (CCJ) &
CCBE agreed to information exchange
US-Australia: CCJ and the Law Council of Australia
adopted resolutions and a protocol
US-Canada-Australia: See NOBC members (National
Organization of Bar Counsel- discipline prosecutors)
IBA Bar Issues Commission and the Int’l Bar Ass’n
(IBA), Guide for Establishing and Maintaining
Complaints and Discipline Procedures (2007)
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Sources of U.S. Information
Admissions

Discipline

Rulemaking
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Other Sources of Information and
Templates One Could Build On

Source: EU Directive 98/5, the Lawyers’ Establishment Directive,
1998 O.J. (L.77) 36, available on the CCBE webpage:
http://www.ccbe.eu/fileadmin/user_upload/NTCdocument/EN_version_consolide1_1265370307.pdf
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• The UK SRA’s list of
“lawyers” that may
be managers of
registered entities
http://www.sra.org.uk/sra/regulatoryframework/professions-approved-bySRA-for-RFL-status.page
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The APEC Legal Services Initiative, Draft Inventory of
Requirements Affecting Practice of Foreign Law in APEC
Jurisdictions (Group on Services, Sept. 2010)
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http://www.ibanet.org/barassociations/BIC_Africa.aspx
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Who Else Has Worked on this Idea?
¾ See the “Project of Worth” by the Spring

2011 Law Without WallsTM students Wu
Dan (Peking School of Transnational Law) and
Elizabeth Reiser-Murphy (U. of Miami)
¾ Liz and Wu Dan did conceptual work and

research one could build on

¾ See http://www.lawwithoutwalls.org/projectshttp://www.lawwithoutwalls.org/projects-ofof-worth/
22
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Screen shots from the Project of Worth presentation by Wu Dan and Liz Reiser-Murphy:
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Conclusion
¾ There currently is no global lawyer

regulator umbrella organization
¾ Cross-border communication might help

lawyers and their regulators to serve as
conservators of the rule of law
¾ It is worth considering the best way to

facilitate such communication
¾ Infrastructure isn’t sexy, but it is a

worthwhile investment
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